Reliability of parameter estimates from models applied to respiratory impedance data.
Many previous studies have fit lumped parameter models to respiratory input (Zin) and transfer (Ztr) impedance data. For frequency ranges higher than 4-32 Hz, a six-element model may be required in which an airway branch (with a resistance and inertance) is separated from a tissue branch (with a resistance, inertance, and compliance) by a shunt compliance. A sensitivity analysis is applied to predict the effects of frequency range on the accuracy of parameter estimates in this model obtained from Zin or Ztr data. Using a parameter set estimated from experimental data between 4 and 64 Hz in dogs, both Zin and Ztr were simulated from 4 to 200 Hz. Impedance sensitivity to each parameter was also calculated over this frequency range. The simulation predicted that for Zin a second resonance occurs near 80 Hz and that the impedance is considerably more sensitive to several of the parameters at frequencies surrounding this resonance than at any other frequencies. Also, unless data is obtained at very high frequencies (where the model is suspect), Zin data provides more accurate estimates than Ztr data. After adding random noise to the simulated Zin data, we attempted to extract the original parameters by using a nonlinear regression applied to three frequency ranges: 4-32, 4-64, and 4-110 Hz. Estimated parameters were substantially incorrect when using only 4- to 32-Hz or 4- to 64-Hz data, but nearly correct when fitting 4- to 110-Hz data. These results indicate that respiratory system parameters can be more accurately extracted from Zin than Ztr, and to make physiological inferences from parameter estimates based on Zin impedance data in dogs, the data must include frequencies surrounding the second resonance.